[Pupillography as an objective attention test].
Infrared video pupillography (IVP) allows continuous recording of spontaneous pupillary oscillations in darkness which change characteristically with fatigue. Pupil size in darkness is age-related, has its maximum in the second decade and subsequently decreases during life time. Normally, the pupil oscillates in darkness with a frequency of about 1 Hz and amplitudes of less than 0.3 mm. Excessive daytime sleepiness causes instability of this pupillary behaviour which is constant in alert normals, and so called fatigue waves appear with an amplitude reaching several millimeters. The frequency profile is dominated by slow frequencies below 0.5 Hz, while average pupil size decreases continuously with time. As IVP is an objective and time-saving method it could become an important supplement to test procedures used in sleep medicine and sleep research to measure daytime sleepiness.